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Pres…….….Fred Long
501-944-4686

Help me – I’m melting!

Man is it hot and with no relief in
sight – UGHHH! I tried to get outside and do a little work early on the
4th but just had to retreat into the airconditioned house to hide out. I am
so far behind on the outdoor projects
but am just going to have to wait until we get past this heat wave to restart any of them.
Everyone please be extra careful as we
have been living in the Danger Zone (no, not
the Highway to the Danger Zone all you
Top Gun fans) according to the OSHA Heat
Index. OSHA’s Heat Index app is a nice
little tool that I rely to hopefully keep my
work folks from being overwhelmed but it’s
terrible to see it at 110 degrees still at the end
of the day.
Many of you know that I am a HUGE
Razorback football fan and that I have also
been looking for some custom graphics for
my MINI. Well here is a sneak peak at the
hood, a one-of-a-kind job. Many thanks to
the great folks
at Roll’n
Wrapz in
North Little Rock who also did
Brent’s Batman rear window.
I know it is not everybody ‘s cup
of tea but I know that Bert and Rebecca Pranther can appreciate it.
Looking forward to many trips up
the hill this year to catch plenty of
live action on the gridiron.
Stay safe and I will see you on
the road, probably in something
with air-conditioning! Fred
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Empire Marque

by Charles Hutchison

The Whisper, The Spirit of Ecstasy, or From Earth and Nature?
Originally called the “Spirit of Speed”, the “Spirit of Ecstasy,” as it is now known, first
appeared on the top of a Rolls-Royce radiator in 1911. The inspiration for the Spirit of Ecstasy
was commissioned by the 2nd Baron Montagu of Beaulieu to make a special mascot for his
1909 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost. He asked his friend Charles Sykes to design the mascot,
which is thought to be modelled on Miss Eleanor Velasco Thornton who was the secretary
and lover of the Baron Montagu. This first figurine was named “The Whisper” and depicted a
young woman in flowing robes placing one forefinger to her lips.
Rolls-Royce was keen to design their own mascot because some Rolls-Royce owners were
commissioning their own designs, which were not always in keeping with the ethos of the
company. So, Rolls-Royce’s Claude Johnson (often known as the hyphen in the name
Rolls-Royce) commissioned Sykes to create the now infamous “Spirit of Ecstasy.” Johnson
described how Sykes sought to convey his design “the Spirit of Ecstasy”, who has selected
road travel as her supreme delight showing her expression of keen enjoyment, with her arms
outstretched and her sight fixed upon the distance. The “Spirit of Ecstasy “also nicknamed
“Nelly in her Nighty” were all silver plated until 1914. Most now are made of stainless steel,
although silver and gold statuettes can still be ordered.

Con’t on next page

In Little Rock, we have our own version of the “Spirit of Ecstasy” that was discovered by Dena
Peckham. It is a sculpture created by the artist Wu Ching Ju titled “From Earth and Nature”
which seems appropriate for Arkansas “The Natural State.” If you want to see it in person, it
is in front of the Bank OZK headquarters at 18,000 Highway 10. Two eccentric, ornate, threestory cast bronze angels can be seen rising from a pool of water. This made the perfect backdrop for a photo shoot with Dena and Jim Peckham and Jane and Jim Clark and, of course,
their Rolls-Royce’s.
So no matter which mascot/sculpture you prefer, The Whisper, The Spirit of Ecstasy, or From
Earth and Nature, we all love to see the Rolls-Royce automobiles out on the road! Thanks to
Dena for the idea and photos for this article as well as iChauffeur.co.uk for the history of the
“Spirit of Ecstasy”

AH/ Mini Marque

by Nick Dawson

MINI GP’S: THE ULTIMATE TRIO

When the modern MINI was put on sale in 2001 the range consisted of the base 2-door
Cooper and more powerful Cooper S. Soon afterwards an add-on John Cooper Works (JCW)
“kit” was made available from the factory but with no extra power from the factory. Until ….
2006 when a limited edition 2-door hardtop called the GP was announced. Originally
designed for the track (the Challenge Cup) it was also sold in road-legal form. The power was
upped to 215bhp from 189bhp in the S/JCW models and the top speed increased to 145 mph.
In a move also carried over to the two subsequent generations of GP models there was
no back seat, a rear strut tower brace, a large rear aerofoil wing and a single unique GP gray
color. The price was $31,150. Just 415 cars were exported to the USA where it is now a high
dollar collector car.

2006 MINI Cooper GP 1

2006 MINI Cooper GP 1

In 2013 MINI decided it was time to re-introduce a MINI GP to the second-generation MINI
lineup. With 211 bhp it only had a 3 horsepower advantage against the current JCW model
but was much faster around a racetrack due to its revised suspension (0.8” lower than the
JCW) and lighter weight from the no-rear-seat spec. The price was $39,950, a $9,000 premium over the already-fast JCW but for that you got a 6.0 sec 0-60 mph time and a 150 mph top
speed. You also got one of a limited run of 2,000 cars of which only 500 were allocated to the
USA. Due to its smaller overall size the original GP beat it by 0.1 seconds to 60 mph but
who’s counting?
Con’t on next page

MINI GP’S: THE ULTIMATE TRIO

2013 MINI Cooper GP 2

2013 MINI Cooper GP 2

The latest iteration of the GP, the GP3, was built on the Gen 3 MINI hardtop platform and
when introduced as a 2021 model had a power boost of 73 bhp over the current JCW model,
to a barely controllable 301 bhp. Like all GP models this was strictly a front-wheel-drive
model but unlike GP1 and GP2 iterations it only came with an automatic transmission, the
manual gearbox deemed unable to cope with the power and torque of the uprated engine.
A top speed of 165 mph and 0-60 in 4.7 seconds put this car in serious supercar territory.
Price was $45,750 with 3000 produced for worldwide sale.

2021 MINI Cooper GP 3

2021 MINI Cooper GP 3 huge rear wing

Many MINI GP’s never see more than a winding country road but those that have been
raced have acquitted themselves well. The suspension is super-firm, the six-pot brake discs
on the current GP model enable constant hard braking and the 0.98 g skidpan result gives
the GP3 tenacious grip. Just don’t expect comfort or being able to hear your passenger
above legal road speeds. Make no mistake, the GP models are race cars allowed on public
roads. MINI has stated that any future GP models will be driven by electric motors so at least
they won’t be as loud. But you can assume they will be fast, VERY fast!

MG Marque

by Charlie Collins

The MGC – A Sports Car in Search of an Engine
The story of the MGC is filled with “what could have been…” possibilities. For all its good
and not so desirable points the MGC is probably best described as a sports car that need
more development time before it was sold to the general public.
So how did the MGC somehow defy the odds stacked against it and make it all the way to
the production line? Paradoxically the story begins not at MG, but in the workshop of
Donald Healey and the development of a successor to the much loved and drop dead gorgeous Austin-Healey 3000, and it begins with a search for a new engine for that car. It
would be labeled the Austin-Healey 4000.
The most important market for British sports cars was without doubt the United States.
American customers wanted cars that looked magnificent and that handled well although
it would be true to say that they often preferred sports cars that were smooth and stylish
highway cruisers as opposed to cars that were light, lively, and spartan.
With this in mind in the mid-1960’s Donald Healey set about creating his next model of the
“Big Healey” by widening the car’s chassis so he could drop a Rolls-Royce 4 liter inline sixcylinder engine into it. This would kill a couple of birds with one stone: it would create a car
that retained the classic beauty of the Austin-Healey 3000 Mk III but which had more interior
space, more power, and would wear a prestigious Rolls-Royce badge.
While the Austin-Healey 3000 was a body on chassis design the MGB had been designed
as a unibody, with the ability to meet the US safety regulations. So, it was natural to think in
terms of installing a 3-liter six-cylinder engine into the MGB to build a car that would be a
more modern replacement for the Austin-Healey 3000. The only snag to this was that the
MGB had been designed around a four-cylinder engine and would need some significant
tweaking to shoehorn a physically longer and heavier inline six into it.

There was an alternative in the BMC engine arsenal that seems not to have been considered,
an engine that would have in all probability created a superb and powerful MG, and that was
the Edward Turner designed V8 that was being used in the Daimler SP250 sports car and
the Daimler V8 250.
The Edward Turner V8 engine would have had an additional advantage, being physically
shorter it would have been able to be fitted with much less body modification than the inline
six would require, and it would have kept the MG much closer to a perfect 50/50 front to rear
weight distribution. As it was however the decision was made to use an existing production
inline six cylinder for reasons of cost effectiveness.

With the decision made to put a 3.0 liter inline six cylinder engine into an MGB to create the
MGC the first question was which engine to use? Those of us who would have screamed
from the mountain tops to put the 2.5 liter V8 in it were ignored.
The version of this new BMC C Series six cylinder that was installed in the MGC was a mildly
up-rated version of the same engine that went into the ill fated Austin 3000 sedan. It was
smooth and reliable, but rather pedestrian despite being fitted with twin SU carburetors.
Con’t on next page
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The new BMC C Series engine was smooth and reliable, ideal for a long-distance touring car,
and that would become the strength of the MGC. For someone wanting a smooth, comfortable and stylish touring car fitted with an automatic transmission this was a near perfect automobile. Thus it was potentially a great car for the US market.
The plan was that this new MG would also be badge engineered as the Austin-Healey 3000
Mk IV and so Donald Healey’s son Geoff who had become Healey’s Chief Development
Engineer got together with the renowned Syd Enever from MG in an attempt to turn the
MGC into a proper sports car that could wear the Austin-Healey name with pride.
To install the 3.0 liter BMC C Series inline six cylinder engine into the lively and diminutive
MGB unibody required some significant feats of engineering. It was not to be a marriage
made in heaven, but by sheer will and expert problem solving it was made to work.
The radiator for the larger engine was bigger and heavier, and because of the extra length
of the six cylinder by comparison with the four it had to be mounted further forward in the
engine bay. To accommodate the engine and radiator the MGC’s bonnet/hood had to be
given a bulge, with another small bulge to clear the top of one of the carburetors. One of the
factors that forced the engine to be mounted further forward than desired was the need to
use an automatic gearbox.
The 2,912 cc C Series engine was a couple of hundred pounds heavier than the 1.8 liter four
of the MGB and with the more forward positioning of the larger and heavier radiator the two
combined to give the MGC a front to rear weight distribution of 55.7% front and 44.3% rear
by comparison with the MGB’s 52.5% front and 47.5% rear, which was a bit front heavy, with
the effect exacerbated by the momentum of the additional two hundred pounds of cast iron
of the big six.
The performance of the MGC was much the same as the Austin-Healey 3000 Mk III it was
intended to replace. Top speed was around 120 mph and the standing to 60 mph time was
around 10 seconds.
The car was shown to Donald Healey as the proposed Austin-Healey Mk IV and he was so
unimpressed that he refused to have the Healey name associated with the car!
The new MGC was then passed around to the various motoring press journalists and instead
of being praised as a brilliant sports car it was slated. Reviewers stated that the engine was
reluctant to rev and that the car had pronounced understeer, not at all like the neutral and
lively handling of the four cylinder MGB. How could MG have created a car with such failings? Had the development team designed the car over a long lunch at the pub?

The folks at BMC were a tad perplexed by the car’s negative press. At first they could not
understand how a car that they thought handled quite well could be the subject of such
criticism but then discovered that the test cars had been sent out with the front tire pressures
set as low as 24 psi, which would accentuate the car’s understeer horribly. (Note: nowadays
owners with experience of their car tend to recommend pressures around 36 psi front and 32
psi rear for modern radial tires).
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During the period of the MGC’s development Triumph had been brought under the same
corporate umbrella as MG and Austin-Healey with the result that Triumph’s TR6 sports car
was in direct competition with the MGC. Senior management were not keen to be producing
models that would compete with each other but much preferred to make a minimum of
models to cut development and production costs and thus to maximize profits. It would
seem likely that the MGC was seen by management to be an unnecessary model and so its
development was probably not enthusiastically supported, something that tended to preempt
its lack of success.

The negative press took its toll on the MGC when it entered production with the result that
sales were very poor and the car only remained in production for a couple of years. Donald
Healey’s contract with Austin ended and he went on to enter into a partnership with Jensen
to create the Jensen Healey.
9,002 MGC’s were sold over its almost three year production run: 4,458 of the GT model
and 4,544 roadsters. By comparison the MGB sold 512,802.
with no headache at the end – depending on the exhaust system you have installed.
The failings of the MGC were not terminal, but the bad press the car was given certainly
sounded the death bell for it. The vices for which it was condemned are by no means
unsolvable and once the car is sorted out it turns into a very capable sports touring car,
a car that would be perfect for the American market in particular.
One key item in ensuring good balanced handling is having the right tires at the right
pressures, which is pretty basic for any sports car. Modern high quality radial tires from
a manufacturer with an established track record will be a basic thing to fit. Some owners
recommend going to 185/70HR15 or better.
The MGC responds well to a bit of post production improvement and with its smooth six
cylinder engine and all synchromesh four speed gearbox with electric Laycock de Normanville overdrive on third and fourth it becomes a car so delightful to drive that MGC owners
tend to be fiercely loyal to their cars. It would be interesting to sit in a round table discussion
between owners of MGCs and MGB V8s and hear what owners with significant experience
of their respective cars have to say.
The MGC is a relative rarity and despite the criticisms leveled at it by the 1960’s motoring
press it is a car that responds superbly to simply putting good modern radial tires on it and
setting the pressures correctly. As a cruising car and touring car it delivers a smooth driving
experience good for a long day at the wheel with no headache at the end – depending on the
exhaust system you have installed.
An edited
version of
Jon Branche’s
internet
article.
Read the
entire article
online!

TR Marque

by Chris Cooper

Hello Everyone
This the BIG TRIUMPH is one of my favorites

This six light four door razor edge saloon was initially introduced in1946
as the 1800 model, being powered by an overhead valve conversion
of the pre-war Standard 1800cc engine.
This unit was also used in the smallest engined Jaguar of the time,
though a Solex carburettor was used in place of an SU.
In 1949 the model was named Renown
and a long wheel base version remained in production until 1955.
The wet liner Standard Vanguard engine was fitted from 1949.
The steering column gear change and bench front seat
made the Renown a roomy car.
Overdrive was available as an option from the early 1950s.
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The Limousine had a longer wheelbase of 9ft. 3 in. (2820 mm)
to make room for a dividing partition, fitted with safety glass sliding panels.
The front bench seat was not adjustable.
The rear seats were of the divan type with a folding centre arm rest.

A radio was installed in the rear compartment
and the heater and air conditioning unit
heated or cooled the rear compartment directly.

This would definitely be elegant car to take on any run
Thanks
Chris Cooper
Source
Phil Seeds Virtual Museum

The Winners from Petit Jean Car Show
Ronnie McLeod...1961 Morgan….1st Senior
1st Senior Preservation
1965 TR 4....1st
2010 Mini Cooper...2nd in open class
Charlie Collins….1950 MG YA…..1st in class
1st Senior
Jim Peckham…1961 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud…..1st
Dena Peckham….1970 Mini Cooper….2nd
Ted Bland…...1972 MGB…….1st
MG Midget…...2nd
Ken Coyle …1962 Austin Healey 3000 MKII…..1st Senior Preservation
Jim Clark…..1974 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow….2nd

Cars and Coffee
July 2…...Benton 8 am to 11 am (1st Sat every month)
15228 I-30 Blue Haven Restaurant and Bar, Benton, AR 72019
July 2…...Conway 8am to 11am (1st Sat every month)
1201 Exchange Ave, Conway, AR 72032
July 9…..Cabot 9 am to 11:30 am (2nd Sat every month)
200 S. Rockwood, Cabot, AR 72023
July 16…. Little Rock 8 am to 10 am (3rd Sat every month)
14908 Cantrell Rd Little Rock, AR 72223
July 23…..Maumelle 8am to 10am (4th Sat every month)
115 Audubon Dr. Maumelle, AR 72113

July 30…..Hot Springs 8:30 am to 12pm (last Sat every month)
1343 Albert Pike Rd. Hot Springs, AR 71913

Abbey Road Car Show
After 2 years of being cancelled due to Covid,
we are pleased to announce that
Beatles at the Ridge will be held this year on Sep 17 in Walnut Ridge.
I will be sending out more information later,
but wanted to let you know so you can put it on your calendars.
This year, we will be moving the car show
from Abbey Road to across Main Street on NW 3rd Street.
This will give us double the space
and also put you on the same side of Main Street
as the Main Music Stage.
In fact all food, music, and vendors will be on that side of Main Street this year.
Please make plans to attend, I hope to see you then.
Jon Walter Mobile: 870.759.2793

BeatlesAtTheRidge.com

AUSTIN_HEALEY/MINI MARQUE EVENT

“SPRINT TO THE SHACK
SATURDAY, AUGUST 13th, 2022

Meet at 9:30 a.m., on Saturday August 13th,
at the western end of the Kroger Marketplace parking lot,
at 16105 Chenal Parkway in Little Rock.
We will start the drive at 10:00 a.m.
We will drive the 54 miles to The Shack,
at 7901 N. State Hwy 7, just south of Jessieville,
where we will eat lunch and/or partake of their extensive range of shakes and ice cream.
The route will be via Kanis Road to Paron,
south to Crows on Hwy 9,
west on Hwy 5 to the intersection with Hwy 7,
then north on Hwy 7 to our restaurant destination.
After lunch, folks will make their own way home.

BMCA welcomes new members:
Sarah & Thomas Bramlett
Owners of a 1971 MGB
July Birthdays: Brian Wright, 2nd; Joshua Swift, 4th; Wilma Newton, 18th;
Judy Ross, 19th; Jim Wheeler, 22nd; Bob Ross, 24th; Erma Smith, 27th;
Ken Olson, 29th; Brent Long, 31st.
July Anniversaries: Parris & Deb McCullah, 2nd;

Luanne & Chris Cooper, 17th

2022 Calendar of BMCA and Regional Event
July 17……...MG Rally (see info below)
Aug 2……….BMCA meeting
Aug 13..….....AH/Mini Event
Sept 6…….....BMCA meeting
Sept 24……...Brits in the Ozarks Show (http://www.britishironnwa.org/show2022.html)
Oct 4………....BMCA meeting
Oct 15……….Scottish Festival in Batesville (https://www.arscottishfest.com/)
Oct 27—30….Minis in the Ozarks (https://www.ozarkmini.com/)

July 2022 MG Marque Event
Celebrating National Ice Day
We will meet at McLeod’s, 14310 Corvallis Rd, Maumelle, AR, 72113
on July 17, 2022, at 11:30 am and plan to depart around noon.
Since the weather in July is normally very hot and dry,
we will take a short drive to Mayflower on highway 365.
We will turn on highway 89 north in Mayflower
and drive to the New Conway airport for a few pictures.
Then, loop back on a slightly different route to McLeod’s
where we will cool down with ice cream and assorted toppings.
The total mileage is around 50 miles for the run
and will take just over an hour barring any problems
Plan to attend and ignore your diet on this National Ice Cream Day event.
I scream, You scream, We all scream for ice cream!

BMCA
Newsletter Editor
723 Kirby Rd.
Little Rock, AR. 72211

